The exponential spectrum of a Banach algebra element is introduced, and used to obtain a spectral permanence result for quotient algebras.
1. Suppose A and B are Banach algebras, in the sense of complex Banach algebras with identity 1 ¥= 0, and suppose T: A -> B is a homomorphism, in the sense of a bounded linear homomorphism which preserves identity: then there is inclusion T(A~ ) E B~ , where A~ = [a E A: 3a' E A,a'a = aa' = 1} denotes the group of invertible elements of A, and hence for each a E A (1.1) oB(Ta) Q Tn=QoA(a + a1),
where aA (a) = [s E C: a -s £ A~x) is the spectrum of a in A. We shall show in this note that if the homomorphism T has closed range then for each a E A (1.2) C) oA(a + a') E noB(Ta),
where 17 K denotes the connected hull of a compact subset K C C:
C\r¡K is the unbounded component of C\K.
The derivation of (1.2) is familiar if Tis isometric, and the argument extends to the case in which T is "bounded below". We need an auxiliary spectrum: if rA(a) denotes the "singular spectrum" of a in A, (1.4) rA(a) = {s E C: a -s is a topological zero-divisor in A}, then it is familiar that
where dK denotes the topological boundary of K in C. If the homomorphism T: A -* B is bounded below, in the sense that infi m^, ||7a|| > 0, then at once (1.6) rA(a) G rB(Ta).
Finally if Kx and K2 are compact subsets of C it is an easy exercise that (1.7) dKx G F2=> Kx C t)F2.
Putting Kx = aA(a) and F2 = aB(Ta) gives (1.2).
2. In some sense dual to the nontopological zero-divisors of A are the generalized exponentials Theorem \. If a G A then eA (a) is compact and nonempty and satisfies
Proof. Since Exp (A) is open it is obvious that eA(a) is closed, and the boundedness and nonemptiness will follow from (2.3). Obviously oA(a) G eA(a), since Exp (A) G A~ . We claim that deA(a) G rA(a): for suppose that í E EA(a) is the limit of a sequence (in) of points outside eA(a). The elements a -sn will, in particular, be invertible, and we claim that \'n -S\ IK« -O"' II > » for a11 »• If not, then for some « the element (a -s)(a -i")_1 = 1 -(i -sn)(a -s")w ill be in Exp (A), hence also the element a -s, contradicting í E eA(a). The proof now follows the derivation of (1.5): with
we have ||ft"|| = 1 and ||(a -s)b"\\ < 2|i" -s\ -* 0, giving í E rA(a). Using (1.7), the proof of (2.3) is complete. rfloeA(a + a') = eB(Ta). For aA(a) = ^Ta'=oaA^a + a) = ®> while oB(Ta) = t]aB(Ta) = jD. Notice also that (1.6) fails, in spite of the fact that T is one-one, and that (2.5) fails, in spite of the fact that T has dense range.
3. We have tried to suggest that the exponential spectrum of a Banach algebra element is in some sense dual to the singular spectrum. There are some defects in this, however: for example it is well known [3] that the singular spectrum obeys the spectral mapping theorem for polynomials: (3.1) frA(a) = rAf(a)
whenever a E A and /: C -> C is a polynomial. In contrast we have only TJ~loTA(a + a') $ rA/J(a + J).
This reduces to the corresponding inclusion for spectra. Since A/J s G(3D), 0 is not in rA,j(a + J); to see that 0 must be in the left-hand side observe [4] that any function a' G J for which a + a' is invertible in A must induce a mapping from D to 3D which is incompatible with Brouwer's fixed point theorem.
We can also observe 
